Final Revision

Exercise 1
Choose the correct answer:
1- A lot of the children at the school do not live in the town, but come from
the (rounding – forcing – surrounding – growing) countryside.
2- The train was derailed but there were no (casualties – parties – injuries witnesses), police said.
3- The building was blown (out – off – on – up) by an explosion.
4- My father (pay – live – depends – involve) on me in everything.
5- This man is (called – involved – depended – talented) in the crime.
6- I'm afraid I forgot my (knowing –territory – identity - relying) card.
7- I was (sad – miserable – surprised – terrified) when I saw the shark.
8- There are many (unexplained – unexplored – unreleased – unpleasant)
places which aren’t on the map.
9- The film had all the (matters – elements – missions – panic)
of a good thriller.
10- She (turned up – arrived at – reached – turned into) very late in the
meeting.
11- This man doesn’t know that he is walking in a (ended – dead-end – close
in – dragged)
12- The boy fell to the ground with (thud – thread – threat – thought)
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13- Pick the chair up instead of (chasing – dragging – spreading – racing) it
behind you!
14- Most people believe that the tombs of the pharos are (pulled – raced –
plagued – cursed).
15- The fire quickly (scattered - damaged - pulled - spread) in the nearby
building.
16- The Prime Minister has (announced – respected – shared –
demonstrated) that public spending will be increased next year.
17- My friend keeps a group of some (wild – domestic – snapping – howl)
animals in her garden.
18- He is considered as a (bad – fascinated – announced - superb) lawyer as
he had set the prisoner free.
19- Egypt is one of the (crowded – overpopulated – populated) countries.
20- Many animals in the world are under (risk – estimate – threat – danger).
21- The players have a very strong team (spirit – soul – feeling – bars).
22- He felt very happy when he (past – passed – did – caused) his exams.
23- When I was in the farm, I could hear the (bleat – quack – buzz – roar) of
the sheep.
24- (Endangered – Danger – Dangerous– Dead) species are animals or
plants which may soon not exist because there are very few now alive
25- My grandfather keeps a (herd – pack – school – pride) of sheep.
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Exercise 2
1- Fill in the spaces:
{turn – bars - spirit – thrilling – scary – panic}
1- The prisoner was standing behind the ………… of his cell.
2- Watching a horror movie is very …………… .
3- Watching wild animals are very …………… .
4- Don’t ………….! I will not hurt you.
5- Please, ………… on the lights! I can’t see anything here.
2- Fill in the spaces:
{ fascinated – demand – neigh – bleat – tusks – illegal }
1- The demonstrators …………….. freedom and equality.
2- The spectators were …………….. by the show.
3- It is ………….. to smoke in the hospital.
4- We can hear the ………….. of the horses everywhere.
5- The elephant has long …………….. .
3- Fill in the spaces:
{raced – chopped – past – charges – passed – silenced}
1- My mind ………… when I saw the monster.
2- The …………… against the man were enough to send him to death.
3- He walked ……………. the bank and turned left.
4- The French revolutionists ……………… off the heads of the
noblemen.
5- The judge ……………. the crowds in the court.
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Exercise 3
Rewrite the following sentences:
1- The meeting has been postponed for a week. (off)
2- The task was so tiring that it took 10 hours. (tired)
3- She arrived at my house late one night. (turned)
4- The volcano destroyed the town massively. (destruction)
5- Firemen arrived at the right time and extinguished the fire. (put)
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Exercise 1: choose the correct answer:1. Surrounding
2. casualties
3. off
4. depends
5. involved
6. identity
7. terrified
8. unexplored
9. elements
10. turned up
11. dead-end
12. thud
13. dragging
14. cursed
15. spread
16. announced
17. domestic
18. superb
19. overpopulated
20. threat
21. spirit
22. passed
23. bleat
24. endangered
25. herd
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1- Fill in the spaces:
1- bars
2- thrilling
3- scary
4- panic
5- turn
2- Fill in the spaces:
1- demand
2- fascinated
3- illegal
4- neigh
5- tusks
3- Fill in the spaces:
1- raced
2- charges
3- past
4- chopped
5- silenced
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Rewrite the following sentences:
1-The meeting has been put off for a week.
2-I was tired as the task took ten hours.
3-She turned at my house late one night.
4-The volcano caused massive destruction to the town.
5-Firemen arrived at the right time and put out the fire.
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Exercise 1
Choose the correct answer:
1-We need to take (role – action – time – rule) against those who
damage the environment.
2-The plants (extract – give- absorb – take) carbon dioxide and give out
oxygen.
3-The River Nile is polluted by tons of (industry – artificial – industrial
– fumes) waste.
4-Many animals are (danger – risked – endangered – damaged).
5-I don’t like the genetically (made – designed – engineered – affected)
food as I don’t think it is %100 healthy.
6-Greenpeace is trying to (avoid – prevent – starve – make) all such
food experiments.
7- (Fattening – healthy – fat – sweet) foods make me gain weight.
8-The food in that restaurant is (disgusting – lovely – tasty – juicy). I’ll
never go there again.
9-I can (hard – hardly – difficulty – easy) see without my glasses.
10- (Besides – might – In addition – Despite) being active, she is also
generous.
11- In the future there will be machines that change polluted water into
(safe – usable – useless – melted) water.
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12- They (searched – looked – looked up – set up) his name on the
computer to find any information about him.
13- After being absent for five years, he was (presumed – taken –
thought – viewed) dead.
14- I really want to (universe – experience – chase – celebrate) a space
adventure.
15- The plane is taking (off – up – over – after) in fifteen minutes.
16- The movie was very (boring – thrilling – intended – convincing). I
really want to see it again.
17- The police were (catching – chasing – calling – leading) the gang
for an hour.
18- I found his story very (excellent – alien – convincing – gigantic)
to me.
19- The fire (agency – group – brigade – men) is responsible for
putting the fire out.
20- I (stared – sight – watched – glanced) quickly at his angry face
while he was shouting at me.
21- The police (held – caught – threw – glanced) the gang last night.
22- I saw the murdered was taken out on a (lecture – chair – fire
brigade – stretcher) from the crime scene.
23- I will (create – transfer - prevent – destroy) the money into your
bank account.
24- They stayed for the (all – whole – any – complete) night with us.
25- His face is (familiar – known – unfamiliar – authentic); I’m sure
I’ve seen him before.
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Exercise 2
1- Fill in the spaces:
{contaminated – survival – cut down – off – on – issue - adopt}
1-All seas are ……………. by factories.
2-People ………………… trees to make room for cattle farms.
3-We need to ……………… animals in order to protect them.
4-She brought up a very important …………. for discussion.
5-We put pressure …………. the authorities to protect the
environment.
2-Fill in the spaces:
{dairy – generations – starving – transferred – created - poultry}
1-Cheese is from the …………. products.
2-I’m ……………….. . I can eat a horse.
3-There are big gaps between the previous and the modern ……………
4-Chickens and turkeys are …………………. .
5-Allah …………………us and everything around us.
3-Fill in the spaces:
{intended – took place – empire – weapon - murderer- galaxies}
1-A lot of incidents …………………… when I was away in England.
2-The police arrested a suspected man who was carrying a/an ………….
3-The universe is divided into ……………….. .
4-The ………………. is ruled by an emperor.
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5-It was not ……………….. at all to hurt your feelings
4-Fill in the spaces:
{notice – flood – sucked out – melted - developed - intended}
1-Many inventions have been ……………… recently.
2-If the sun ……………….. the ice of the polar areas the earth will be
covered by water.
3-The water was ………….. by pipes.
4-I couldn’t …………….. her although she was sitting beside me.
5-The ……………. destroyed the crops.
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Ex. 1- Choose:
1-action
2-absorb
3-industrial
4- endangered
5-engineered
6-prevent
7-Fattening
8-disgusting
9-hardly
10- Besides
11- usable
12- looked up
13- presumed
14- experience
15- off
16- thrilling
17- chasing
18- convincing
19- brigade
20- glanced
21- caught
22- stretcher
23- transfer
24- whole
25- familiar
12
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1-Fill in the spaces
1-contaminated
2-cut down
3-adopt
4-issue
5-on
2-Fill in the spaces:
1-dairy
2-starving
3-generations
4-poultry
5-created
3-Fill in the spaces:
1-took place
2-weapon
3-galaxies
4-Empire
5-Intended
4-Fill in the spaces:
1-developed
2-melted
3-sucked out
4-notice
5-flood
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Choose the correct answer:1. I’m going shopping. I need to buy ………things for tonight’s party.
a- a few

b- few

c- little

d- a little

2. I can’t wait for you. I’ve got …………………. time.
a- a little

b- very

c- little

d- a few

3. She ……………… aerobics every day.
a- do

b- makes

c- make

d- does

4. The police ………………for the murderer.
a- is looking

b- are looking

c- looking

d- look

5- Look at those clouds. I think it ………………rain.
a- must

c- can’t

b- might

d- should

6-Lisa isn’t here yet. She ………………on her way.
a- can

b- can be

c- must be

d- must

7-If today...........Friday, Tom would go to the cinema with his mother.
a-was

b- is

c- were

d- are

8-If you like water sports, you …………enjoy a wide variety of them.
a-will able

b- will be able

c- will be able to

d- will be
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9- He is interested in.................. about the lives of famous architects.
a- to read

b- in reading

c- at reading

d- reading

10-They hope ..................... a lot of money in their new business.
a- make

b- making

c- to make

d- will make

11-............... positively leads to happiness.
a- Think

b- Thought

c- Thinking

d- Thinking of

12- You are from Ale, ………………………….?
b- aren’t you

a- are you

c- you aren’t

d- you are

13-I am not surprised, ………………………….?
a- I am

b- am

c- am I

d- aren’t

14-Kara can go herself, …………………….?
b- can’t she

a- can she

c- she can’t

d- she can

15-You should get up early, …………………………….?
a- you should

b- should you

c- shouldn’t you

d- you shouldn’t

16-They like going to the cinema, …………………………….?
a-do they

b- you they

c- they don’t

d- don’t they

17-Ali is coming today, ………………………….?
a-is he

b- isn’t he

c- he isn’t

d- he is

18-Muhammad is not drinking beer, …………………?
a- he is

c- isn’t he

b- is he
15
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19- I gave you …………. money you need.
a- all the

b- whole of

c- all

d- whole

20- I lit a candle so that we………….. find our way out.
a- could

b- will

c- can

d- should

21- I’d rather you ………………………… the washing up tonight.
a- do

b- did

c- does

d- done

22- I prefer reading a new book ………………………….. TV.
a- than watching

b- to watching

c- watching

d- watch

23- I don’t like chocolate. ………………. do I.
a- So

b- Also

c- Too

d- Neither

24- He is having his house ……………………….
a- cleaned

b- clean

c- cleaning

d- cleanly

25- Take your umbrella as it ……………….. rain today.
a- may

b- can't

c- may be

d- must

26- They talked too loudly. They………………. the baby!
a-must have woken

b- might wake

c- may have woken

d- can't have woken

27- Darling! I wonder if I ……you that marvelous car you saw yesterday?
a- may be offered

b- may offer

c- might have offered

d- can have offered

28- I ……………go to Italy so that I can study architecture.
a- Would

b- could

c- want
16
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29- Monica …….lit a candle so that she would find her way out.
a- Will

b- have

c- had

d- has

30- She didn't visit us for weeks so that she……….spend more time
preparing for her studies.
a- Will

b- will be

c- could

d- would be

31- Father asked me to close the gate so that we …………..keep our
house safe.
a- Would

b- can

c- could

d- will

32-The older she gets, ……………………. mature she becomes.
a- the most

b- more

c- the more

d- most

33- Tracey is not so ………………… as Patricia in making cakes.
a- more skilled

b- most

c- skilled

d- skill

34- The thieves stole ………………… painting from the art gallery.
a- more valuable

b- most valuable

c- the most valuable

d- more

35- This piece of fabric is …………… more expensive because it is
hand-woven.
a- least

b- by far

c- slightly
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Rewrite the following sentences:1- It is forbidden to chew gums at school.

(must)

2-The silver ring doesn’t cost me lots of money but the gold one does.
(less)
3- People expect that he will be the next president.

(He ..)

4- Let's go to the club.

(Why)

5- I was sure he hadn’t got much money.

(can’t)

6- Perhaps their team will win the match.

(could)

7- Jack is obliged to wear a suit and a tie at work because the manager
says so.

(has)

8- I want to take a holiday, but I haven’t got enough money.

(If)

9-Jill wants to drive her mother’s car, but she doesn’t have a driving
license.

(If)

10- If you didn’t wear warm clothes, you would get cold.

(unless)

11- If we didn’t refill our air tanks, we would suffocate.

(unless)

12- I'm going to change my job.

(decide)

13- John said he wouldn't help us.

(refuse)

14-I get angry when I have to wait for people.

(hate)

15- Someone has given him a lot of money.

(been)

16- The police arrested two hundred people.

(were)

17-We check every car engine thoroughly.

(is)

18-Someone is interviewing Dr. Johnson at the moment.

(being)

19-You mustn’t use this machine after 5:30 p.m.
18
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20-They will probably come round tonight.

(might)

21- Because there was fog, all plane departures were cancelled. (Due to)
22- He is so tall that he can reach the shelf.

(enough)

23- I go to Italy so that I can study architecture.

(Last year)

24- She prefers to stay home rather than go out.

(staying)

25- He had been watering the plants.

(watered)

26-Tony and Danny haven’t entered the competition.

(Neither)

27. He is too young to enter the competition.

(not enough)

28-He was very strong. He could easily beat his enemy.

(so)

29-He is so sociable that he goes out every evening.

(such)

30-You should clean your house daily to stop the attack of viruses.
(so)
31- We should stop using aerosols. The ozone layer won't be damaged.
(so that)
32. Nobody is taller than John at school.

(tallest)

33. your class has thirty students. My class has thirty-five. (more)
34. Judie is prettier than Clara.

(as)

35. I have never heard of such a beautiful house.

(the)

36- It is not necessary for children to have tickets.

(need)

37- I am sure he hasn’t got much money.

(can't)
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Choose the correct answer.
1-a few
2-little
3-does
4-are looking
5-might
6-must be
7-were
8-will be able to
9-reading
10-to make
11-Thinking
12-aren't you
13-am I
14-can’t she
15-, shouldn't you
16-don’t they
17-isn't he
18- is he
19- all the
20- could
20
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21-did
22-to watching
23-Neither
24-cleaned
25- may
26- must have woken
27- may offer
28- could
29- had
30- could
31- could
32- the more
33- skilled
34. the most valuable
35- slightly

The answers of (Rewrite the following sentences)
1-You mustn’t chew gum at school.
2- The silver ring cost me less money than the gold one.
3-He is expected to be the next president.
4-Why don't we go to the club?
5-He can’t have had much money.
6-Their team could win the match.
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7-Jack has to wear a suit and a tie at work.
8-If I had enough money, I would take a holiday. (You can also use
“could”)

9-If Jill had a driving license she could drive her mother’s car.
10-Unless you wear warm clothes, you’ll get cold.
11-Unless we refill our air tanks, we’ll suffocate.
12-I've decided to change my job.
13-John refused to help us.
14-I hate waiting for people.
15-He has been given a lot of money.
16-Two hundred people were arrested.
17-Car engine is checked thoroughly.
18-Dr Johnson is being interviewed at the moment.
19- This machine mustn’t be used after 5:30 pm.
20- They might come round tonight
21-Due to the fact that there was fog, all plane departures were
cancelled .
22-He is tall enough to reach the shelf.
23- Last year , I went to Italy so that I could study architecture.
24-She prefers staying at home to going out.
25-He had been having the plants watered .
26-Neither Tony nor Danny has entered the competition.
27- He isn’t old enough to enter the competition.
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28-It was so easy for him to beat his enemy, he was very strong.
29-He is such a sociable person that he goes out every evening.
30- your house should be cleaned daily so as to stop the attack of
viruses.
31- We should stop using aerosols so that The ozone layer won't be
damaged.
32. John is the tallest one in his school
33. My class has more students than yours.
34. Clara isn’t as pretty as Judie.
35. This is the most beautiful house I have ever heard of.
36-Children don’t have to have tickets.
37- He can’t have got much money.
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1-What sort of poem is Daffodils?
It's a lyrical poem "expressing personal thoughts and feelings" which
begins with a picture that was to become typical of Romantic work.
2-The poem is a Romantic work. Illustrate.
In this poem we can find the three main elements of Romanticism;
the poet walks aimlessly – He is alone – He likens himself to an
object from the natural world "cloud".
3-What is the main idea?
The poet is writing about himself in communication with nature. He
feels happy not only when he watches the daffodils, but also when he
remembers them.
When that happens, his heart is filled with pleasure and dances with
the daffodils.

I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
4- Paraphrase the first stanza and pick out two figures of speech.
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The poet says that he was walking aimlessly, alone, like a cloud that
is wandering in the sky, when suddenly, beside the lake, under some
trees, he saw a great number of daffodils moving in the wind as
though they were dancing.
Literary terms:
a) Personification
verse 6

Fluttering and dancing in the breeze

* The daffodils are dancing like humans.
b) Contrast
verse 2

That floats on high o'er vales and hills ...

verse 5

Beside the lake, beneath the trees,

* The words "o'er" and "beneath", here, are contrasted.
*The solitariness of the poet & the company of daffodils
*The slowness of "wandering & floating" and the quickness of
"fluttering & dancing"
c) Simile
verse 1

I wandered lonely as a cloud

* The poet is comparing himself to a cloud.
Rhyme scheme:

ab ab cc
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
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Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.

Paraphrase: Whenever the poet is a lone in his house, relaxing or feeling
sad and serious, the memory of the daffodils appears in his mind. He
becomes completely happy when he remembers the beautiful daffodils
that he saw one day. He feels that his heart is dancing happily with the
daffodils, as they danced on the day he saw them. He understands that
nature and his own happiness are connected.
Literary terms:
a) contrast: Line 2 vacant / pensive
b) Alliteration: Line 6 And dances with the daffodils. * The 'd' in 'dances'
and 'daffodils' have the same sound.
c) Personification : Line 6 And dances with the daffodils. * The poet's heart
is dancing with the daffodils, but only humans can dance.
Rhyme scheme: ab ab cc
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1-Who was Othello? What was he like?
- He was the general of Venice.
- Othello was intelligent , beloved and brave character.
2-What kind of stories did Othello tell Desdemona?
- The war stories , adventure stories and his escape story from
the cannibals.
3- How did Brabanito learn about Desdemona's marriage?
- When Iago and Roderigo went to him at night to tell him.
4-What happened when Othello told Desdemona the story of his life?
- She fell in love with Othello.
5-Why did Iago hate Othello?
- Because Othello gave the position of lieutenant to Michael Cassio.
6-What did Brabanito accuse Othello of doing?
- He accused him of using foul charms to abuse his daughter's
delicate youth with drugs that weaken senses.
7-Who was Roderigo?
- He was a young rich foolish suitor of Desdemona.
8-How did Othello defend himself against Brabanito's accusation?
- He sent someone to fetch his wife to speak about him to her father.
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Comment on the following quotations:
1-"Oh, yes I hate him. He gave the position of lieutenant to Michael
Cassio. So instead of lieutenant, I must settle with being his ancient,
while Cassio takes the higher title."
- It was said by Iago to Roderigo while they were going to tell
Brabantio about the escape of his daughter.
2- "I have ordered you never to come to this house again. And now ,at
this hour, you come and disturb my sleep ? I will make you regret this
foolishness, Roderigo"
- It was said by Brabanito to Roderigo when Roderigo called at him
loudly at night.
3- "She has stolen from me and abused-put under the power of evil spells
and drugs."
- It was said by Brabanito to the Duke to complain to him from Othello
the kidnapper.
4- "She loved me for the dangers I had passed , and I had loved her
because she pitied them."
- It was said by Othello to the Duke while explaining the story of his
love with Desdemona.
5- "Desdemona will not continue to love the Moor. It is not possible. She
will soon want eomeone younger."
- It was said by Iago to Roderigo after the leaving of Othello to
accomplish his military mission.
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Answer the following questions:
1-Why did Cassio drink too much wine?
- Because Iago tempted him to do so.
2- What happened when Cassio drank the wine?
- He fought with Roderigo and tried to kill him with the sword.
3-How did Iago manipulate Cassio?
- By exploiting the foolishness of Cassio who was easily irritated.
Comment on the following quotations:
1-"If after every tempest come such calms, may the winds blow until they
have weakened death."
- It was said by Othello to Desdemona after returning from the fight of
the Turkish fleet.
2-"Oh come on man, this is a night of fun and celebration."
- It was said by Iago to Cassio while tempting to drink wine.
3-"He drinks every night before going to bed, or else he cannot sleep.
Drink is his only way to sleep."
- It was said by Iago to Montano to destroy the reputation of Cassio
and prove that Cassio is a trustless man.
4-"I had rather have my tongue cut from my mouth than say anything to
accuse harm to Michael Cassio."
- It was said by Iago to both Montano and Othello during questioning
Iago about his testify.
5- "Reputation, I have lost my reputation. I have lost the immortal part of
myself."
- It was said by Cassio to Iago after being kept away from his position
as Othello's officer.
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1- “ Give me the proof for my own eyes or else.” Comment
- Othello said these words to Iago when Iago told him about the
suspicious relation between Desdemona and Cassio. As a result,
Othello asked him to give him a proof.
2- There are 3 different characters in Othello that demonstrate the theme
of jealousy. Illustrate.
- Othello: He was jealous when he was told about the relation between
Cassio and Desdemona. He was easily convinced because he was an
old moor and Cassio was younger and smarter than him.
- Iago: He was jealous as people said that there was a relation between
Othello and Iago’s wife. Although Iago was not sure of that gossip, it
motivated him to Othello.
- Roderigo: He was jealous of Othello as he married Desdemona that led
to his participation in Iago’s plan.
3- Desdemona’s handkerchief plays an important role in the play. Explain
what happens to it and why it is important.
An Egyptian woman gave that handkerchief to Othello’s mother. She told
her that her husband would love her as long as she kept it. Othello
gave the handkerchief to Desdemona when he married her. Iago’s plan
was to steal it and give it to Cassio and that would be a proof that
Desdemona was unfaithful.
4- “ Why should he call her unfaithful?” Comment
It was said by Emillia to Iago when Emillia entered and found that the
lady Desdemona crying because of the accusations of Othello.
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5- “ It will make sure that he leaves between eleven and twelve. You wait
for him.” Comment
It was said by Iago to Roderigo when Iago was planning to get rid of
Cassio to help Roderigo get Desdemona.
6- Describe how Iago sets up the plot to make Othello believe Cassio is
having an affair with Desdemona.
At first Iago made Othello suspect all women, then he started to direct
Othello’s suspicions towards Cassio and Desdemona exploiting the
handkerchief given to him by Emillia to set up Cassio very well.
7- What news does Lodovico bring from Venice? How does Desdemona
react? How does Othello react to her reaction?
The removal of Othello from his position as a commander and appointing
Cassio in charge instead of Othello. As for Desdemona was glad as
Othello will stay with her longer time. Othello stroke her describing her
as a devil.
8- Desdemona has no idea why Othello is so angry when he finally calls
her a “whore” how does she react? What does her reaction tell you
about her character?
She acted very politely and as a loyal wife to her true husband whom she
loved much. This tells how pure, innocent, loving and good mannered
woman to everyone around her and her husband.
9- Do you feel pity for Desdemona or was she to blame for her own
death?
Certainly, I feel pity for her and she wasn’t to blame for her death but
the whole blame lies on her foolish husband Othello who followed
blindly the devil’s track.
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10- How would you describe Othello’s state of mind in the last scene?
Othello was completely out of his mind. He finally realized the truth but
very late, and this pushed him to the edge of madness.
11- Explain Iago’s evil plan for Cassio and why he hopes that Cassio will
also kill Roderigo?
Iago convinced Roderigo to wait for Cassio and kill him, then hopes to
kill each other to have the entire benefit which includes not repaying
the jewels he had taken from Roderigo and given to Desdemona,
moreover getting rid of Cassio to stand alone in the spot of light and
obtains fame and the high position.
12- Describe Emillia’s bravery. Why does she defy Othello?
Emiilia’s bravery was clear when she defended Desdemona in front of
everybody specially her husband whom she could disgrace without fear
just to purify Desdemona from any accusations. She defined Othello
because she considered him as a fool and stupid husband to
Desdemona.
13- Why is this play a tragedy?
Because of the tragic end that happened to most of the important
characters and the hero of the play.
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Questions with answers:1-What did Robinson see along the beach?
He saw a footprint. He stood staring at it too surprised and terrified to
move.
2-what did Robinson do to avoid the savages at first?
He thought of destroying his houses, setting his goats free and pulling up
his crops so that no one would know he was on the island.
3-How did Robinson protect himself from the savages?
He concentrated on making a double wall around his cave and garden. He
also planted the thickest kind of trees so that it became very difficult to
get to his cave.
4-What did Robinson come to while he was walking for a place to hide
his corn?
He came to a beach he hadn’t seen before. The beach was covered with
human bones and skulls. There were signs of fire all along the shore.
5-How did Robinson discover the cave?
One evening while he was cutting down a tree he saw a pair of shining
eyes looking at him. He found that it was a dying goat. He looked closely
and found it was an entrance to a cave.
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6-How was the cave that Robinson discovered?
The walls glittered like hundreds of stars. He thought it must have been
gold or small diamonds.
7-Why did he decide to put his things in the cave?
In case the cannibals came, they would never be able to find this hidden
cave.
8-What was the most awful thing Robinson saw in his life?
He saw nine savages sitting around the fire. After they had left, he ran to
a place he had first seen and saw half eaten humans were lying on the
beach with bones everywhere.
9-From where he heard the sound of a gun?
It was a ship firing from the sea. Robinson hoped the ship would see him
and save him but there was a terrible storm and no one had survived.
10-What did he load from the ship?
He loaded his canoe with shoes, gunpowder and the sailors’ clothes. He
also found some Spanish money and took a handful of coins. Only a
hungry dog was alive and he took it with him.
11-How did Friday reach the island?
Twenty savages arrived on the island dragging two men behind them.
They attacked one of them and the other could have the chance to escape.
That one was Friday.
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12-How could Robinson save Friday?
When Friday tried to escape from the savages, he ran towards Robinson’s
house but it was hidden under the trees. He threw himself in the creek and
Robinson jumped up and tried to save him but two of the savages saw
them so Robinson shot them by his gun and saved Friday.
13-Why did Robinson bury the bodies of cannibals?
He had to bury the bodies before more cannibals came looking for their
friends so he dug a big hole and put them in.
14-Describe Friday.
He was 26 years old. He was strong and handsome with very white teeth
and an olive coloured face.
15-How did the savages catch Friday?
The savages came to Friday’s land and fought the king. They took many
prisoners. They brought four of Friday’s people to the island.
16-Why did Robinson make Friday a tent?
Robinson make Friday a tent between his two houses because he was
afraid he might decide to eat him one night.
17-How did Robinson get Friday used to his life?
Robinson gave him some clothes. He took him hunting with him. He
made him some soup and let him eat goat’s meat. He taught him how to
hunt and how to plant.
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18-How did Robinson and Friday become friends?
Robinson stayed with him for two years. He told him everything about
his life and how he came to that island. He told him about the huge canoe
he had tried to make one day.
19-Why did the cannibals eat the seventeen white people?
The cannibals haven’t eaten them because they agreed to fight with them.
20-Why did Robinson want to go to Friday’s land?
To see the white men as they might help him building a ship and sail to
England and to teach Friday’s people how to eat other meat and to make
other things he had on his island.
21-Why did Robinson think to have a boat again?
To sail to Friday’s land to bring the white people to build with him a ship
to sail to England.
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1- How did Robinson attack the cannibals?
Robinson collected the pistols and loading them the beach. He hid at
the edge of the wood right before the beach. The cannibals were
getting ready to eat one of their prisoners. Robinson with Friday had
the pistols and got ready to keep firing at the savages. Friday killed
two and wounded three. Robinson killed one and wounded two.
They were all wounded.
2- Why were the cannibals too frightened to return to Robinson's island
again?
They did not see Robinson. They only heard and felt the guns. They
thought the island was enchanted.
3- How did the Spanish captain arrive to Friday's island?
He was sailing to Spain and was caught in a terrible storm. Friday's
people saved him but the savages said that they would eat me and
my men unless we fought with them.
4- Why did Robinson want to bring the Spanish crew?
He wanted to bring the men to his island to work together to build a
boat to escape using it to London.
5- What did Robinson do to be ready to bring the Spanish crew?
It took six months to enlarge his field and plant more corn and rice.
He made more baskets to store all food, dried more fruit, and made
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more bread. He worked happily and he could finally believe that he
would really leave that island.
6- What did Robinson and Friday see near the shore?
They found a British ship had anchored near the shore.
7- What was the story of the British ship?
The captain said that some bad men made his crew turn against him.
They decided to leave the captain with his loyal men on that island.
8- How could Robinson save the British captain?
He hid in the trees and when the two came looking for their
prisoners, he shot one of them and made the other his prisoner.
9- What did Robinson do with the prisoners?
He gave them the choice either return to England with him or live
on this island. They chose to stay on the island not to be hanged for
their crimes if they returned to England.
10- How did Robinson help the prisoners live on the island?
He showed them his houses, his farmland, his secret cave, and his
goats. He showed them how to make bread and plant the crops.
11- What did Robinson take with him to England?
He took his parrot with him as well as a few of his favorite things.
He remembered the coins he had saved and took those as well.
12- What did Robinson find in England?
He found that England was a very strange country to him. His mother
and father had died and so had his brothers. He only had two sisters
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and their children. There was nothing for him to live on. His few
coins would soon run out.
13- How did Robinson become a rich man?
His plantation grew over the years. His neighbors worked so hard
on his land. The result was that he became a very rich man.
14- What did Robinson do with his money?
He bought his nephew a ship and gave his sisters money. He also
bought himself an estate. He got married and had three children.
15- What was the condition of Robinson's island in 1694?
In 1694 he visited his island and found that the Spanish seamen
were still living there and more people had come to the island.
There were now twenty children running around all the places he
had called his.
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Answer the following questions:
1- What is Islam?
Islam is the last of the holy messages.
2- What must a Muslim believe in?
Allah is the creator of the universe, Mohammed is the last of his apostles.
3- Why did Allah send the holy messages?
To direct man to the right path.
4- What will determine the reward and punishment?
Whatever man does in this world.
5- How will the reward be great?
He should be more righteous.
6- What does Islam influence?
All aspects of Muslim's life.
7- What aspects does Islam influence?
Spiritual, social, moral or economic.
8- What does Islam demand?
All the best qualities.
9- What qualities should a Muslim have?
He should be truthful, virtuous, modest.
10- What should a Muslim stick to?
What is right.
11- To whom should a Muslim de kind?
To his relations, his neighbours.
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12- What are the five pillars?
The two testimonies, prayer, fasting, zakat and pilgrimage.
13- On whom should zakat be spent?
The needy and the welfare of the Muslims.
14- Where do Muslims make pilgrimage?
To Mecca a least once in his life time.
15- Who should make a pilgrimage?
Who can afford it.
16- What is the aim of five pillars of Islam?
They purify the Muslim's soul and make him in peace with Allah, himself
and others.
17- What does Islam encourage the Muslim to do? Why?
Islam encourages the Muslim to support himself and his family to be a
good Muslim and follow the Islamic moral qualities.
18- What kind of work is respected?
Honest work.
19- Why must a Muslim pay the Zakat?
To purify his earnings.
20- What does Zakat promote?
A feeling of love in the Muslim community.
21- Of whom should a Muslim think?
The members of his community, all human beings at large.
22- What does contemplation lead a Muslim to?
It leads him to have a firm belief in ALLAH.
23- What should a Muslim witness?
ALLAH's power in the creation.
24- What makes one person superior to another?
Only piety.
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